Arisaka type 99 parts diagram

E-mail: rcarms msn. Parts listed alphebetically. Parts are bin pulled unless noted. Take off parts
with various markings and finishes noted. Type 99 Buttplate. Original Japanese Arisaka Type 99
part. Stock Number: T Type 99 Cleaning Rod Retainer. Type 99 Ejector. Type 99 Ejector Box
Assy. Type 99 Ejector Box Assy, stripped. Stock Number: TS. Type 99 Ejector Box Screw. Type
99 Forend Cap. Type 99 Lower Band, Late Production. Stock Number: TL. Type 99 Magazine
Box. Type 99 Rear Sling Swivel, Milled. Type 99 Rear Sling Swivel, Milled, hollow back. Type 99
Rear Sling Swivel, Milled, groved back. Type 99 Rear Sling Swivel, Stamped. Type 99 Sear
Spring. Type 99 Stock Bushing, Long. Type 99 Stock Bushing, Medium. Type 99 Stock Bushing,
Short. Type 99 Trigger Assy. Original Japanese Arisaka Type 99 parts, includes trigger, sear,
and pin. Stock Number: TA. Type 99 Trigger Guard Assy. Original Japanese Arisaka Type 99
parts, includes the trigger guard, magazine baseplate, and release latch assy. Type 99 Trigger
Guard, Stripped. Type 99 Upper Tang. Type Web View Mobile View. Contact Us Today! Special
Facebook Promotion. Japanese Type 99 Parts Page. Parts listed alphebetically Parts are bin
pulled unless noted. Print Sitemap Site is active and being expanded daily. Order by:. Available
to:. Blade retains virtually all of the beautiful original blue finish and was never sharpened. No
rust. Nicks, or pitting. Remaining metal finish is original blue showing a little normal wear.
Wood grips have original finish and a good tight fit with a few normal handling marks, lock
button functions fine. Fitted in correct original steel scabbard that has original blue metal finish
showing some normal wear, no dents. A great example of a classic WWII Japanese bayonet that
will display nicely in your collection alone or on your Arisaka rifle or carbine. Extractor, firing
Has chrome bolt face. Oval gas escape hole and excellent firing pin. Spring is strong. Entire bolt
looks hardly used. Chrome bolt face looks hardly struck. Beautiful bright blue original wartime
factory finish. This bolt is for 7. All numbers are clear and no corrosion. Would be hard to
upgrade this one. I will combine shipping on multiple purchases. No International sale or
shipping for this item. Please see pictures for better description and thanks for looking. Please
ask any questions you may have prior to bidding. Be sure to check out my other listings.
Japanese Type 38 Arisaka Bolt. All items are original period used parts. ITems will ship within
business days of confirmed payment. Please wait until I send invoice. The sling is 1" wide x 55"
total length. This is a dead on reproduction of the original with correct textured canvas and
metal"quick detach" handware. Please see photos. Check out my! Please use shipping
calculator for shipping cost to your area. Payment accepted via Paypal. Most items are shipped
within two business days of receiving payment. If you have any questions. Please allow us
enough time to respond prior to the end of the auction. Thanks for looking. Check out our other
Auctions and our Ebay Store. Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and
manage your active items. Original accessories for Japanese Arisaka Type Battlefield Relics.
WW2 Bayonet This listing is for a vintage The bayonet is an early model of the type 30 bayonet.
It has a hooked quillion and also has the makers mark on the tang that rep resents the Nagoya
Arsenal. The Nagoya arsenal manufactured bayonets in the late 's and then supervised
production at other arsenals but this one is actually from the Nagoya arsenal. On the end of the
handle are the numbers The bayonet is roughly 20 inches long including the handle and the
blade. There is a scabbard and leather frog that come with the bayonet. They are also from the
WW2 ear but may not be the ones originally issued with the bayonet. The buckle on the leather
frog is still intact which is harder to find. All the items I sell are pre-owned and may have wear
from age. Use, and storage. I am no expert though so I have not graded this item but I have
taken pictures so you can see the condition and make your own judgments. This is an excellent
addition to any collection. See pictures and feel free to e-mail us with any questions you may
have about this listing. We are merely liquidators and not experts about any item we are selling
but we will do our best to answer any questions you might have. These are the pictures of the
item s for sale in this listing: We try to bring you all sorts of interesting items. Please read the
following policies regarding this listing and shipping. If you have a problem with any of the
following or if you do not intend on paying for this item please move onto the next listing!
Everything I am selling is in the condition I received it in so it could probably use a good
cleaning and is being sold"AS IS" There is wear from age. I don't grade the items I am selling
but I have taken some pictures so you can make your own judgments. Payment must be
received within 7 days after end of auction. The blade has been lightly sharpened long ago. I
believed the blade was blued or parkerized. The blade is in good condition. The blade is
fullered. The cross guard is the hooked qullion and is tight and in good condition. The wood
handles are in good condition. They show use, age and some light marks from use. There is a
serial number and other markings on the pommel that should be visible in the photo. The
scabbard is the rare, hard to find wood bamboo sheath made from strips of bamboo. The metal
throat is intact but the end metal cap is missing. The original string lashings are intact and good
condition. There is a chip of missing material on the scabbard of which I did take a photo. Thank

you for looking. Japanese Rifle 6. Japanese Rifle 7. Ricasso has the Four Cannonballs and
Hourglass Has the Straight Quillion. These were Late War Substitutes. Any questions you may
have email me and i'll do my best to answer them. View my other auctions for other great items.
Buyer is expected to pay for auction within 3 days of auctions end. Thank you. Ebay will Email
each person and let you know when your item will be shipped out. Posted with eBay Mobile
Posted with. Copied from an original example in the IMA collection. High quality leather
reproduction of an almost inpossible ti find Japanese WW2 item. Complete set. Feedback: If
there is any question. Please do not hesitate to contact us. I am sure we will find a way to solve
this problem. Thank you for understanding. But you Please pay within maximum 3 days! Or
your idem will go back to action! Please examine the photos closely and Email any questions or
concerns before Bidding! Thank you! By bidding on our auctions. You are agreeing to our terms
and policies that are clearly stated below. Please read all of our policies before placing a bid on
our auction or making an offer on one of our store items. Your bid or offer is a binding contract.
We offer a three day unconditional. Examination period for all goods sold. If you wish to invoke
your guarantee. Please call or email within 7days of receiving your order. No exceptions made.
Please check some of our other auctions for additional quality items! Shipping is not
refundable. We ship Mon. We ship within 48 hours of funds clearing. No Exceptions Made! See
other items. Japanese Arisaka Takedown Guide. Save money on repairs. A MUST-have for your
gunsmithing library! Step-by-step instructions to disassembling the Japanese Arisaka, plus:
Detailed black and white photo s to accompany each step in the disassembly process An
exploded diagram with parts list Tips on reassembling your firearm Glossy. High-quality paper
stock Brand new. The most popular is the Type Adopted in The Type 99 is a modified Mauser
design and is one of the strongest actions ever made. There are several small mechanical
differences between the Type 38 and the Type 99, but that should cause no difficulty in
takedown. The Type 99 was used in the making of this takedown guide. Spiral Bound. Black and
white photos. Exploded diagram. If you buy more than one item. Please do NOT send payment
until you receive an invoice from us with one combined shipping charge for all purchases. This
will save you money on freight! Please do not use Ebay's Checkout to combine or it will charge
you full shipping on each item purchased. Please e-mail for countries not listed above. Note: All
rates are for air mail only. Surface shipping is no longer offered by the U. Postal Service. We will
happily combine shipping for purchases of multiple items. Osprey Weapon 70 - The Arisaka
Rifle. Type 38 large tang safety for early 38's. Good condition. Type 99 magazine follower. Type
99 Rear sight slidder. Ladder and pin. For mid war Type 99s with out anti-air craft wings. Type
99 Reproduction wood butt plate. Made from walnut. I had a limited number made up for me.
Copied an original. The thickness is correct. They are over sized to compensate for stock size
difference and will need to be fitted. Trimmed down. May also need to be pre-drilled to prevent
cracking. Japanese arisaka type 38 stock. Arisaka type 38 stock. Comes with everything shown
in pictures. Has 3 inch hair line crack as shown in picture. Appears to have remains of original
finish. Very few dings and dents. Would be a nice restoration project. We accept ONLY. If you
don't have Paypal account. Please sign up at:http: All payments should be made within 7 days
after the auction closed. Serious buyers ONLY. We don't offer shipping discount for combine
shipment. Items will be sent out within 24 hours after the payment cleared. Return Policies! All
items are checked and packed in good condition before dispatch. Should you find any defect in
our items. Please contact us customer service within 7 days of receipt item. Return items must
not be used or have any sign of abuse or intentional damage. Buyer is responsible for all return
shipping charges. Postal Address: 1. Winning Buyers should provide confirmed postal address
when making payment We will not liable for postal lost caused by incorrect postal address was
given. We will not send the items to second party address for any reason. Any items unclaimed
or sent back. Feedback Policy: 1. We will leave positive feedback to buyer as soon as buyer
pays for the item. We hightly appreciate that you can contact with us before you leaving
Negative feedback or Neutral feedback. We will offer help to resolve your problems as fast as
possible. But you need to afford the freight charge! Powered by Frooition Pro Shop Search.
Click to close full size. Item Description. Exact copy of the hard to find Type 99 sling at a
fraction of the price of the original. I have taken several pictures so you can see the quality. I
have used all brass hardware for durability and long life. Sewn keepers. A great quality item for
the Historical Rein-actor or for that War Trophy you have! Most of the Arisaka rifles are missing
the sling. Please look at the picture I took a closeup so you could see the quality of the
workmanship. Exceptional quality reproduction. Brand new never used current production.
Please email with any questions. International Bidders please contact me I will not ship to
Russia or any of its former Republics. China and India. All overseas items will ship by United
States Priority mail. Again contact me first to see if I ship to your country. Free domestic
shipping in the United States. International bidders please contact me first. We offer an

extensive selection of top-quality reproduction and original militaria from around the world
spanning several time periods. We travel the world looking for new items to bring to our
customers. We work directly with the manufacturer during product development to make sure
you have the most accurately reproduced item possible. Most of our items are made exclusively
for us. You will not find the exact same one anywhere else. We spend a lot of time on product
development to insure each product is correct. Whenever possible the items are patterned
directly from the originals. Each product is thoroughly researched using one or more of the
following methods. Inspection by Veterans who actually used the equipment Testing on our
vast selec. Japanese Arisaka Type 38 6. Please call or email within See other items Posted with.
Please call Here we have an original Japanese Type 30 bayonet for the Arisaka rifle in good
condition. A Nagoya Arsenal subcontractor. Please see pictures and ask questions before
bidding. Take a look at the pictures because they show the actual items you are bidding on and
will recieve as winning bidder. The bayonet measures approximately 20 inches overall. The
bayonet has fullers. A hook below the mussel ring, contour grips fastened by screws and a
bird's head pommel. The pommel is marked serial number- The bayonet is full tang
construction. The scabbard is in Very Good Condition. See your invoice. PayPal is accepted.
International Bidders Welcome. Email any questions. Payment is expected within 4 days of
auction close. If this is a problem. UPS tracking and insurance is included. Express shipping
available. Please note your shipping price may be higher. International Buyers: Our shipping
rates include delivery fees only. Applicable duties and taxes levied by your local government
ARE NOT included and will be payable by you as the importer of merchandise. We cannot mark
any items as"Gift" or lower the value on customs documents. A Kokura Arsenal subcontractor.
A very cool find for the collector. The blade is darkened. And the marks on the ricasso are clear
and easy to read. The serial number is stampedon the pommel end. The blade sharpened and in
very good condition overall. There is patina to the pommel and crossguard and some light rust
spots. Also, there are makrs to the wood handles. Overall, it's pretty clean but I have made no
attempt to clean sword or scabbard. The scabbard is metal and has scratches and a nice
darkened patina. Please look carefully over all photos as all sales are final! Blade measures just
under 16 inches from blade tip to handle bottom. Inventory number: We deal with a large variety
of items and our knowledge of some items is quite. This auction is for one original not
reproduction antique up to WWII Japanese Arisaka Type 99 rifle cleaning rod retainer assembly
latch with spring. Nicely marked with Kanji This is an original part. Still in very good original
USED condition. Everything working as it should. Which includes shiping confirmation USPS
for your protection and ours. Please see other listings for more old gun stuff. Sorry, no gun
parts shipped outside the USA. Japanese T Arisaka Rifle Lower barrel band with screw. Orginal
Arisaka T rifle parts. Lower band with slot. Has mounting screw. This has no provision for the
monopod. Orginal Japanese WW2. I take paypal,I will combine shipping costs on multiple
purchases. Ships priority mail with tracking. Payment within 3 days of auction end. Ships
worldwide,Sorry no sales to Italy or Russian fed due to postal problems there. Japanese silk
flag Rising Sun meatball estate body Arisaka rifle stained. Please check my other auctions as
well. I am slowly parting out my collection. It has a few stains that are small on it, and a tear in
one corner but is in overall great shape. Thanks for looking and if you have any questions feel
free to ask. Japanese Aiska? Bayonet with wooden handle is 20 inches long. Bayonet is rusty.
Hope pictures show true condition. Picture 5 shows symbol. Please zoom in. Scabbard has a
dent. See picture. Buyer pays shipping. Bayonet 1: Full length blade has original bright metal
finish with some brown. Edge was never sharpened and shows some dings. Remaining metal
finish is brown. Wood grips have original finish and a good tight fit, right side grip has a circle K
cartouche. Lock button functions fine. Fitted in correct original all steel scabbard that has blue
and brown metal finish and a few dents. Bayonet 2: Full length blade has original bright metal
finish with a little scattered brown and gray and was never sharpened. Remaining metal finish is
mostly brown with a little gray. Wood grips have original finish and a good tight fit. Bayonet has
a circular manufacturer kanji marking on the pommel along with Fitted in correct original all
steel scabbard that has brown and gray metal finish with a few dents and a small character
proof near the tip. If you wish to The Stock is in good condition. It was taken off of a freshly
dismantled. Numbers-matching, type 99 rifle other parts for sale in my current auctions For
other items with the same number, please view my other auctions. The rifle has its fair share of
denting and scuffs to the wood, but it is still all in once piece with no cracking or breaks to the
wood. Please email me with any questions prior to bidding. Winning bidder pays shipping and
insurance. All items must be insured and shipped via USPS including any international salesno exceptions. This rifle looked as if was not used. Most parts still have there assembly grease
still intact. I did not clean any part, so the high bidder will get the original part in it's original
condition, and again some have the original assembly grease. This was taken apart for the first

time today for this auction. Has the original finish. Threads are still in very good shape. And
perfect for your rifle. Since Condition is relative. Please look at the pictures provided. This is
your chance to get a Piece of History. Please ask any question before bidding. Please view the
pictures I have provided. Will combine shipping and provide a tracking number. NO refunds or
returns. Items are bought as is and as described. Your buying as you see it as described. A62
ww2 style japanese arisaka T38 T44 carbine leather sling. Please read all terms of sale stated
below before bidding. Same seller ID, for my other militaria. This sling for auction fits any T38
and T44 carbine. Why buy a new repro that looks wrongly new on your rifle when you can have
something that has that more authentic look and feeling. You get the exact item s pictured. You
will receive the exact item s shown. Please ask any questions prior to bidding. By bidding you
are agreeing to all terms of sale stated here. We are not responsable for any lost or damaged
uninsured items. So if you have not updated your info then please do so now. Item s conditions
are as shown. You will receive the exact item s pictured. Items are described as best as i can we
cannot be experts on everything. Payment expected within 7 days. I ship on Monday.
Wednesday, and Friday. If you are unhappy for any reason. Please give me the benefit of the
doubt and allow me to correct any mistake, if you receive an item that is not as described or if
you are unhappy with our dealings, please contact me before leaving feedback. I'm certain we
can work it out to your satisfaction. Type 99 Ejector box screw. All the screws I have are in good
condition and not buggered up. I'm not sure of the production date. But it's pre and that's
guaranteed. This is not a replica. I have a few listed today, please see my other auctions. This
one is all rubberized, even the strap. The condition is very nice, I see no damage at all worth
noting, minimal wear only. The strap is stiff so I'd rather not try and open it. I can feel the lid is
flexible, so there should be no problem at all, but with the strap stiff around the nipples on the
side, I'd rather just leave it the way it is. If you know how to soften up the strap I'm sure the lid
will open easily and the inside will be as nice as the outside. Note the number"36" in red painted
on the side of the pouch. See the photos. Entire pouch is clearly shown. Just take care The
pouch measures approx. Win multiple auctions to save on shipping costs. Thank you and good
luck bidding. Check your customs office regarding them. Bidders with less than 10 feedback
need to email us before bidding. Please pay within seven days from the end of the auction.
Bidders from Italy. E ast Europe. Trigger spring fit all models or Types of Japanese rifles
Original not reproduction. Sling swivel, both barrel bands, both band springs, nosecap, and
handguard. This hard to find stock has been buffed and shows a few handling marks and a few
scattered wood putty patches. Tough to find stock set that you can use to restore your
sporterized rifle, replace damaged wood, upgrade your gun, or save for later. The bayonet is a
type 30 with a very nice Kokura arsenal mark. Overall the bayonet is in decent shape. The
scabbard is in nice shape as well although has a small dent in the side. Please feel free to e-mail
any questions. Thanks and good luck bidding! Fast Shipping! High bidder please send payment
within five days of the auction ending. Has some metal. Typical dings, scratches, gouges and
wear, but in good shape considering age. The wood they used for these was somewhat soft and
dinged easily. Great functional piece to restore your old rifle, and tough to find on it's own All of
the other parts from this one will be sold separately. And I will combine shipping. On Apr at
PDT. Seller added the following information: Please note- this stock does NOT include the hand
guard- I put"complete" by mistake. And a complete stock set would include the hand That item
is also for sale however. This is a monopod from a Japanese Arisaka type 99 rifle from WW2.
Came from an all matching Toyo Kogyu rifle. Series It is all there, including all pins, springs and
screws. Finish loss and wear as is typical. Nice shaped wire monopod, rear band and retaining
spring and nut- all in good shape. Sling swivel is bent a little and a bit misshapen but will not
affect use whatsoever. A hard to find piece to restore your classic ww2 rifle. All of the other
parts from this one will be sold separately. And I will combine This is the whole trigger guard.
Rear tang, magazine, floorplate, spring and follower assembly for the Japanese Type 99 rifle
from WW2. Came from the same matching rifle. Barrel pics are only for confirmation and
identification, not included. Great structural shape, some finish loss and rust, and mildly
buggered screw heads, like they ALL have. This is the entire rear sight anti aircraft rear sight
assembly. All the little springs and screws are included. Toyo Kogyo, series barrel pics are for
ID confirmation of parts and are not included. Up for auction is an original two piece stock for
the Japanese Arisaka Type 99 rifle. This stock comes complete with the nailed on wooden butt
plate. Stock bushings, and rear sling swivel. There are no cracks or major gouges in this stock
and it appears to have the original Urushi finish and no evidence of any sanding. This is not a
duffel cut stock. Certain late war variants had a lower stock where the forend was a separate
piece"trapped" between the front and rear barrel bands. The color on the forend piece is slightly
redder than normal, and it looks like there was a small spot where the dipping process didn't
quite reach. This also has the thicker wooden butt plate. Most all of the Arisakas I have owned

that are last ditch have the thinner It could use a good cleaning, or serve as a project for a
refinish job, but overall this is a very nice rifle stock that will fit perfectly on your last ditch type
Any questions feel free to ask. No international sales please. WW2 Japanese Arisaka Type 99
rifle front stock band bayonet lug assembly. From an all matching Toyo Kogyo rifle. Great
shape. Ready to restore your rifle. Stock handguard for the Japanese type 99 arisaka rifle. No
cracks or structural defects. Barrel pic markings are shown for identification confirmation and
not included. Toyo Kogyo series Very little wear. Clean bolt face. All parts are there and
functional. Barrel marking pics are shown for product identification and confirmation and are
not included. Fullered blade with blade retaining much bluing. Minor ding on otherwise very
good grips with good working ejector, pommel marked, with 3 additional cartouches. Ricasso
marked with the Jinsen Arsenal Korea A beautiful piece! See photos, and or email me with any
questions. This is a very unusual Japanese type 99 Arisaka bayonet that was converted for use
by the South Korean military by the U. The South Korean military had acquired a number of
Japanese Arisaka type 99 rifles after the 2nd world war. The U. The existing type 30 bayonets
were also issued with the newly chambered rifles and their scabbards were converted to the U.
Military type cotton web belt hanger and painted OD green. It appears that the grips were also
replaced and riveted on instead of screwed on. This bayonet has the stamp of the Kokura
arsenal in Japan. And it also has a serial number on the end of the pommel. Condition is very
good The bayonet is completely in the white with no bluing at all, and it does have some light
pitting and rust stains. The riveted on wood grips are a little rough with lots of missing wood,
but they are solidly attached and not in danger of coming apart or coming off. The most
interesting part of this bayonet is the scabbard which consists of the original steel scabbard
body attached to a U. The strap and scabbard have been painted OD green and it also has a
rack number hand painted on it. For your consideration in a s found very good to excellent
condition is this'WW2 Japanes e Arisaka' bayone t made by'Jinsen-Korea' This was just
recovered from decades in proper storage and although there are a very few small are as of
please. Pl ease study photos staining' It still retains its'factory' partial sharpen e d shiny blade.
Photos taken with and with-out flash to show detai l. Always happy to answer any questions if
in doub t. Don't forget to check my out my other auctions. Sell an original rear ammo pouch
made in rubberized cloth and probably thin wood cloth covered. Really interesting piece without
markings, shows storage and sun exposure. It is still"working" not so hard and mostly not
destroyed like most of rubberized items. Still heavy to open. You are bidding on an original
Japanese WW2 Arisaka rifle plastic bakelite muzzle cover. Overall condition is pretty good. Has
a little storage wear over the years but overall a pretty nice piece. Not one of the modern copies,
this just came out of an old gun collection. This is an original arisaka type 99 barrel with
matching numbers bolt. All numbers on this match. It was converted after the war to. This is
quite rare. Posted with. Type 99 Barrel. Nice bluing and rifling. Has front sight and rear sight
base with screw. For the standard Type This is a type 99 arisaka stock that has been
sporterized. Has buttplate and both screws Posted with. Original arisaka type 99 trigger guard
Posted with. Would be hard to upgrade this late war stock It is the 3 piece variety it has not been
cut it was made this way. Also some kind of stamp on bottom side of butt stock Cannot make it
out. There are some small white paint specks on the wood. I have used my finger nail to remove
some they have been coming off very easily. Also included are the 2 steel inserts for the
screws. The exposed bolt handle has oxidized from its original"in the white" finish. The only
issue is that the extractor collar is a little loose. A nice complete bolt for use or for parts. I will
ship within 3 days of paypal payment via priority mail to the U. Thank you and good luck. The
stock serial numbered includes all the following metal: the butt plate. It also includes
handguard. The issues are a small crack in the handguard and the very professional arsenal
repair of the butt as evidenced in the photos. It also has a nice rack number stamped into the
stock. A nice unsanded original stock with a lot of history for your restoration. Fullered blade
with blade retaining much bluing, small chip at tip of blade, excellent grips with good working
ejector, pommel marked, with additional cartouches. See photos for further clarification and
details. Free Shipping in the U. Some light surface rust on the blade in spots. All other metal
parts and scabbard have some rust and patina in areas. Wood handles have some normal dings
from age and wear. Very good to near excellent"as found" condition overall as noted. Should
clean up nice. Please view all of the attached twelve 12 photos carefully before bidding. You buy
it. You own it. All bidders must be age 21 or older. Buyer to promptly pay after the close of the
auction by way of PayPal. All invoices will be sent to buyers within 24 hours from the close of
the auction. Please see my other auctions for more items. An Original. These late war bayonets
were made quickly and cheaply as the Japanese were beginning to lose the war! The wood
handle is pretty clean with only some minor dings. The pommel is marked with a number and
what appears to be some Japanese characters. The Bayonet was made at the The metal

scabbard is also in decent condition with minimal damage. A couple of small rust spots, but no
denting. The bayonet comes with a rubberized frog, but the frog is damaged and missing a few
components. The bayonet is a nice looking piece from a Rarer maker of Type 30 Arisaka, Last
Ditch Bayonets and it is a very nice piece with a nicely, finished and original blackened, poorly
machined, last ditch Japanese bayonet! This is just a Nice example for the collection! I will leave
any cleaning to the Winning Bidder! Good Luck and Happy Bidding! This unique bayonet also
has a second mark from the Kokura Arsenal and was scrubbed and re-numbered. The leather on
the frog is flexible and the scabbard bluing has some spotting due to oxidation. A nice un
messed with example of a type 30 bayonet. The blade measures And the handle section
measures 4 inches long. It is in overall poor condition. The grips and the handle are missing.
The blade and handle section have rust and wear. The blade is slightly bent in the center. The
overall quality is poor, since it is a last ditch bayonet, and was made toward the end of the war.
Please feel free to ask any questions. Thank You. Excellent condition. National Denki under
Kokura supervision marking. Guard and muzzle ring are excellent. Wood grips also. Good,
pommel, maybe a little light rust, good working button and catch. Original steel scabbard in
very good shape and also retaining most of the finish. Thanks for looking,shipping will be
Sheath and frog pictured. Arsenal markings show this to be from the Toyada Loom Works. I
believe this is a type 30 that fits a type 18 or 22 Arisaka rifle. I believe this is an accurate
description; if you know otherwise please let me know as I am not a military collector. There is
very little rust on the blade of this weapon. In fact, it has very good bluing intact. Please feel free
to ask questions. Thanks for looking and good luck bidding! Although we are not professionals.
We strive to describe items accurately and honestly. We also have other items listed and will
always combine shipping costs for the winner of multiple items. If there are any questions,
please ask before If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase we will gladly refund
your money. Positive feedback is appreciated! Made with in Austin, TX. Late war. Good
condition, Japanese arisaka type 38 stock Arisaka type 38 stock. Japanese silk flag Rising Sun
meatball estate body Arisaka rifle stained Please check my other auctions as well. A62 ww2
style japanese arisaka T38 T44 carbine leather sling Please read all terms of sale stated below
before bidding. It is in very good condition. Please note: we no longer accept orders over the
phone. Notifications Close. Manufacturers Arisaka Type Arisaka Type Part Key: 0. Add to cart.
Enlarge Image. Extractor, 7. Part Key: 1. Out of Stock. Extractor Collar, Stamped, Used Product :
Part Key: 2. This product is no longer available, however can be used as a replacement part.
Bolt Body, 7. Part Key: 3. Bolt, 7. Part Key: 3A. Not currently available Notify me. Firing Pin, 7.
Product : Part Key: 4. Firing Pin Spring, New Product : Part Key: 5. Safety Knob, 7. Part Key: 6.
Front Sight Blade, 7. Part Key: 7. Part Key: 8. Front Sight Base, 7. Front Sight Pin, 7. Part Key: 9.
Barrel, 7. Part Key: Rear Sight Complete, Carbine, 7. Rear Sight Complete, Rifle, 7. Ejector
Screw, 7. Ejector Box Cover Spring, 7. Ejector Spring, 7. Ejector Box, 7. Ejector, 7. Sear Spring,
Used Product : Sear Pin, Used Product : Trigger Pin, Used Product : Sear, 7. Trigger, Used
Product : Tang, Upper, 7. Guard Screw, Rear, 7. Guard Screw, Front,
dcs grill parts diagram
2006 chevy uplander engine
nissan maxima 2010 manual
7. Follower, 7. Magazine Box, 7. Follower Spring, New Product : F. Recoil Lug, 7. Bayonet Stud
Band, 7. Bayonet Band Screw, Long, 7. Bayonet Band Screw, Short, 7. Handguard, 7. Lower
Band, 7. Lower Band Screw, 7. Forend Cap, 7. Stock, Rifle, 7. Stock, Short Rifle, 7. Cleaning Rod
Retaining Spring Assembly, 7. Floorplate Catch Screw, 7. Floorplate Catch, 7. Floorplate Catch
Spring, 7. Trigger Guard, Stripped, 7. Tang Screw, Lower, 7. Floorplate, 7. Floorplate Pin, 7.
Swivel Screw, 7. Buttplate Screw, 7. Buttplate, 7. Ammunition Pouch, Leather Product : Part
Key: NI. Cleaning Rod, 7. Dust Cover, 7. Ejector Box Assembly, 7. Guard Screw Bushing, Front,
7. Guard Screw Bushing, Rear, 7. Monopod Retaining Bracket Product : Rear Sight Base,
Carbine, 7. Rear Sight Base, Rifle, 7. Rear Sight Leaf, Carbine, 7. Rear Sight Leaf, Rifle, 7. Rear
Sight Pin, Used Product : Rear Sight Slide Complete, 7. Rear Sight Spring, Carbine, 7. Rear
Sight Spring, Rifle, 7. Tang Screw Bushing, 7. Trigger Guard, 7.

